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Article number: 210661 l EAN Code: 5011139210661 l Optimyst®

Picture the perfect fireplace. But forget about venting and heat, because flames are made 
of pure water vapour and LED light. Flames you can reach out and touch. The revolutionary 
Optimyst® Cassette models redefine the electric fireplace and enable you to add a dramatic fire 
feature to any space, with stunning realism. Ready to be combined and linked with a Cassette 
500. For that see-through, three-sided, or fully open concept you envisage - in any length, for any 
location. Possibilities are simply endless. The perfect opportunity to play with fire!

USP’s
• Suitable for installation projects and designed to fit into a custom-made frame or fireplace
• Easy-fill water tank, offers around 8-10 hours of continuous operation before refilling is 

required
• Quick-fit IEC (kettle) connection for an individual fireplace of any length
• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Log set available as an accessory

Disclaimer
We have compiled this publication with the utmost care. The information in this publication 
can be shown inaccurately, may have been changed or supplemented. This publication can 
be changed. Glen Dimplex is not responsible for the action taken, decisions of results based 

solely on the information contained in this publication.

The Cassette 1000 is delivered without a log set
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General specifications

Fire system Optimyst® 

Article number 210661

EAN code  5011139210661

Model Cassette series

View of the fire 4 sided

Colour Black

Decoration / fuel bed
Metal plate (optional LED log set 
available, 2x log set 500)

Product size
Measurements view of the fire (WxH) 99 x 20 cm

Outside dimensions WxHxD 101 x 30 x 20 cm

Features

Heat output No

Thermostat No

Remote control  Yes

Manual controlling directly at the fireplace 
possible yes / no

Yes

Light module LED

Sound module Yes

Colour effects settings No

Power consumption

Heat setting 1 in W

Heat setting 2 in W -

Flame only operation in W 450W

Max. consumption 450W

Voltage Voltage/Electrical frequency 230V/50Hz

Specifications

Product weight in kg 17,5

Length of the cord 1,5 m

Warranty 2 year

All cassettes must have adequate ventilation for an optimal fire experience.  
For advice, read the manuals or visit the website www.dimplex-fires.eu




